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Objective: This study aimed to compare the efficacy of ChatGPT and Google Bard as virtual tutors in
supporting students across various levels of cognition in MCQ-based assessments in the field of In-
ternal Medicine.
Methods: This cross-sectional study was conducted in the Department of Internal Medicine in col-
laboration with the Department of postgraduate medical education from June 2023 to October 2023. A
comprehensive collection of multiple-choice questions (MCQs) covering various aspects of Internal
Medicine was compiled by the research team’s consensus. The items were systematically organized
into chapters and further categorized based on cognitive complexity levels (C1, C2, and C3). The cho-
sen MCQs were entered into separate sessions of both ChatGPT and Google Bard. The responses
from each Artificial Intelligence platform were then compared with the corresponding answers in the
designated MCQs book. Recorded responses were classified as accurate, inaccurate, or partially ac-
curate.
Results: The ChatGPT exhibited an overall success rate of 64%, providing 199 correct responses out
of 307 queries, of which 10 were partially correct. By contrast, Google Bard achieved an overall suc-
cess rate of 58.95 %, yielding 181 correct responses out of 307 queries, where 16 were partially cor-
rect. When stratified by cognitive complexity levels, ChatGPT demonstrated proficiency in solving C2
MCQs at a rate of 80%, whereas the performance rates for the C1 and C3 categories were 69% and
54%, respectively. In contrast, Google Bard displayed a 33% success rate in solving C2 MCQs while
achieving success rates of 95% and 53% in the C1 and C3 categories, respectively.
Conclusion: The findings of this study suggest that ChatGPT is a more advantageous tool for stu-
dents and medical educators than Google Bard. These discerned advantages underscore the poten-
tial of ChatGPT to enhance the educational experience within the medical domain.
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Abstract

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) represents a pivotal

element within the landscape of transformative

technologies, significantly impacting the way hu-

mans engage with information, make decisions,

and navigate the multifaceted world in which we

live. As the relentless progression of technological

advancements continues, the incorporation of AI

has become all-encompassing, touching nearly ev-

ery facet of our existence1. Among the most recent

breakthroughs in A.I. is the development of large

language models (LLMs) such as Chat Generative

Pre-Trained Transformer (ChatGPT) and Google

Bard. These models possess the capacity to gener-

ate responses that closely resemble human lan-

guage and have demonstrated potential in various

educational and assessment contexts. The integra-

tion of AI into medical education has emerged as a

topic of increasing interest and discourse2.

 ChatGPT is an advanced conversational AI

system that incorporates the Generative Pretrained
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Transformer (GPT) series of natural language

processing models, which were unveiled by Open AI

in November 2022. This model boasts an impressive

175-billion parameter architecture and is capable of

generating conversation-style responses to user in-

puts3. It comes in two versions, the free GPT-3.5

and the paid GPT-4, and has already gained signifi-

cant popularity, with over 1 million users within a

week of its release4.

 Google Bard is an exceptional instance of Ar-

tificial Intelligence (AI) that has gained significant

attention in the realm of human dialogue genera-

tion. This conversational AI was unveiled by Google

in March 2023. Unlike ChatGPT, which relies on in-

formation updated before September 2021, Bard

can gather data from the Internet, thereby showing

its potential for application in fields that require

more current information. Google Bard, like its

counterpart ChatGPT, demonstrates remarkable pro-

ficiency in swiftly retrieving, interpreting and deliver-

ing information. Its versatility is evident, as it can

not only offer information on a specific topic but

also generate content tailored to specific require-

ments5-6.

In the field of language translation, article sum-

marization, and draft generation, both Chat GPT

and Google Bard are highly advanced and compe-

tent tools with promising applications across a

range of scholarly pursuits. They are both well-

versed in offering recommendations and drafting as-

signments in a variety of disciplines. The integration

of artificial intelligence into medical education has

the potential to transform learning and evaluation

techniques7,8.

In the realm of medical education, multiple-

choice questions (MCQs) have long been regarded

as an effective means of evaluating students’ cogni-

tive abilities, particularly those outlined in Bloom’s

Taxonomy.The MCQs have been widely adopted as

assessment tools that yield valid and reliable

scores for undergraduate and postgraduate assess-

ments. They are a useful method for assessing

knowledge retention and comprehension as well as

the ability to apply empirical knowledge. Compared

to open-ended questions, MCQs exhibit a high level

 of reliability and are valuable for evaluating a wide

range of cognitive skills, including recall, analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation9.

MCQs are designed to test students’ under-

standing of key concepts, facts, and principles re-

lated to a specific topic and their ability to identify

and select the correct answer from a range of op-

tions. Medical students are frequently required to sit

rigorous exams throughout their professional devel-

opment and must employ effective study strategies

to consolidate their core knowledge. Students dur-

ing their days of course preparation, often encoun-

ter a wide range of problems. As a result, they

frequently search for multiple ways to reinforce their

knowledge and strategies that will aid them in their

exam preparation10.

Despite their impressive capabilities in content

generation and information retrieval, the use of

these tools presents unique challenges in the con-

text of research and education. For instance, there

is a risk that they may facilitate academic dishon-

esty during online exams and may be perceived as

reducing the emphasis on critical thinking skills.

Nevertheless, there are differing perspectives on the

use of AI tools in education, research, and

healthcare, with varying levels of ambiguity about its

acceptability and appropriate applications11,12.

To ensure the effective integration of these

tools into educational settings, it is essential to

carefully evaluate the potential benefits and chal-

lenges associated with their use. The dual capacity

to enhance productivity and pose challenges to the

integrity of assessments demands a thorough com-

parison of their learning efficiency and assess-

ments13.

This study aims to compare ChatGPT (3.5 ver-

sion) and Google Bard efficiency in the learning and

assessment of multiple-choice questions (MCQ)

based on varying cognition levels (C1, C2, and C3)

in the backdrop of different chapters of internal

medicine at the graduate and postgraduate levels.
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This study was conducted by a diverse re-

search team from June to October 2023 at a private

medical and dental college. The research team uti-

lized three MCQ’s book as given in table 1. An

MCQ bank of 1428 MCQ’s was established from

three books of MCQ’s on subject of Internal Medi-

cine used widely by undergraduate and post gradu-

ate medical students. MCQ’s were only selected

from different subjects of Internal Medicine. As the

MCQ’s books don’t mention the cognitive level of

assessment, the senior team members with experi-

ence in medical education mark individual MCQ

with category of cognition level as C1, C2 and C3

respectively. The research team members carefully

reviewed the MCQs’ contents and assured that the

MCQs were relevant and appropriately challenging.

Each question was scenario-based with four sub-

stems or had a single correct answer. MCQs were

evaluated for quality, and research team concurred

with the final answer. Finally, a total of 307 MCQ’s

were finally selected for the task by the research

team.

Each MCQ was scenario-based and had four

sub-stems or a single correct answer. The team

evaluated the quality of the MCQs and proofread

them for errors and inconsistencies. The team ex-

cluded any other formats such as pictures, graphs,

or flowcharts from the list due to the limitations of

the A.I tool utilized in the study. This meticulous

process aimed to maintain the integrity and quality

of the MCQs used in this study.

The selected MCQs were then evaluated using

ChatGPT version 3.5 and Google Bard.The research

team manually entered each MCQ into the respec-

tive AI tool and started a fresh session for each en-

try to avoid memory retention bias. The first

response obtained from each AI tool was recorded

as the final response, and the choice of “regenerate

response” was not used. This approach ensured

that the responses obtained were not influenced by

previous interactions with AI tools.

The study was conducted in compliance with

ethical standards and guidelines for research involv

Methodology ing human subjects. The research team obtained

the necessary approval and permission from the rel-

evant institutional review board. The data collected

from the AI tools were securely stored and analyzed

to draw meaningful conclusions.

This study involved the administration of 307

multiple-choice questions (MCQs) sourced from

textbooks to ChatGPT version 3.5 and Google

Bard.The ChatGPT provided 199 correct responses,

98 incorrect responses, and 10 partially correct re-

sponses. By contrast, Google Bard offered 181 cor-

rect responses, 110 incorrect responses, and 16

partially correct responses (Table 2)

A subdivision was created to further classify

the questions based on their level of cognition. The

C1 questions represented simple recall, C2 encom-

passed straightforward question scenarios, and C3

comprised of vignette-style questions with multiple

probable answers. Because some C3 cases con-

tained several sub-questions, each sub-question

was treated as an individual question, and the AI

tool’s response to each question was marked sepa-

rately.

According to the level of cognition, the

ChatGPT and Google Bard performance are detailed

in Table 3. For C2 level MCQs ChatGPT and

Google Bard both achieved 80% accuracy, while

the results were low for the C3 category at approxi-

mately 54% and 40%, respectively. The results for

C1 questions, which were recall-based, had a low

percentage of correct answers, at approximately

69.8% for both AI tools.

The replies obtained from Bard were further se-

questered as per the subjects in internal medicine,

as shown in Table 4. In the Chat GPT, almost all

subjects showed healthy responses around the

mean, except for endocrinology and hematology,

where responses were below 60% and 40%, re-

spectively.

In Google Bard, a low percentage of correct re-

sponses was observed for the subjects of GIT

(47%), hematology (40%), genetics (20%), and toxi-

cology (38%).

Results

To Compare the Efficiency of ChatGPT and Bard in Medical Education: An Analysis of MCQ-Based Learning and Assessment
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Tables 1.  MCQ’s books utilized to gather MCQ pool by the research team.

Book name                Author    Edition/publisher

1000 Questions and Answers from Kumar & Clark’s Clinical Medicine Parveen Kumar Micheal Clarke        Second edition  SaundersElsevier

Rapid review of Clinical Medicine for MRCP Part 2                        Sanjay Sharma  Rashmi Kaushal      Second Edition  Manson publishing

Master the IMM (Medicine)                                               Usman Muzaffar Ali                    4th EditionNishtarPublications

Table 2: Marks obtained by Chat GPT & Google Bard after solving selected pool of 307 MCQ’s

Chat GPT Google Bard

Correct replies 199 (64.82%) 181 (58.95)
In correct replies 98 (31.92%) 110 (35.83%)
Partially correct 10 (3.25%) 16 (5.21%)

Table 3: ChatGPT & Google Bard performance as per cognition level of respective MCQ’s

Level of Cognition Correct(n & %)    In correct(n & %)             Partially correct(n & %)     Total n=307
                     Chat       Google    Chat       Google       Chat       Google            Chat     Google

                              GPT        Bard            GPT         Bard                   GPT       Bard              GPT      Bard

C1    95 (69.8)      95 (69.8)        40 (29.41)   37 (27.20)     1 (0.73)     4(2.94)     136     136

C2                  33 (80.48)    33 (80.48)  8 (19.51)     8 (24.24)         0          0                  41      41

C3                  71 (54.61)    53 (40.76) 50 (38.46)     65 (50.0)      9 (6.9)     12 (9.23)      130      130

Table 4 :Google Bard replies to MCQ’s as per chapters of Internal Medicine MCQ Book

Chapters in Internal Medicine Correct (n) In Correct(n) Partially correct (n)     Correct score percentage (%)

CVS      32      12          2 69.56
Rheumatology      11      13          0 45.83
Endocrine      25                  15          4 56.81
GIT      14      12          4 46.66
Pulmonology      26      13          1 65.0
Hematology      6      8          1 40.0
Infectious Disease      12      8          2 54.54
Nephrology      25      8          0 75.75
Neurology      23      11          0 67.64
Pharmacology      1      0          0 100
Genetics      1      4          0 20
Toxicology      3      3          2 37.5
A&E      0      1          0 0
Immunology      0      2          0 0
Psychiatry      1      0          0 100
Maternal medicine      1      0          0 100
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Assessment of students in medical education

is crucial for evaluating their knowledge and skills

in various disciplines. The acquisition of knowledge

is fundamental in medical education, and the ability

to interpret and apply this knowledge effectively in

real-life scenarios is essential. Multiple-choice

questions (MCQs) are widely used to assess these

skills, making it a renowned tool for global medical

assessment. MCQs play a significant role in the

assessment of medical students, as they are uti-

lized by medical schools and licensing examination

bodies during various stages of undergraduate and

postgraduate assessments. The use of MCQs in

medical education is well-documented and has

been a subject of extensive research, focusing on

the appropriateness of MCQs in assessing a broad

curriculum and the challenges in quality item writ-

ing14.

The design of MCQs is critical to assessing

deep learning effectively, and it is essential to en-

sure that the questions can assess higher-order

thinking. However, creating MCQs that can assess

higher-order thinking is challenging and requires ad-

herence to specific guidelines, particularly ensuring

that item writers are competent in their fields15.

The integration of advanced language models

such as ChatGPT and Google Bard has attracted

significant attention among various stakeholders, in-

cluding the public, students, academics, research-

ers, and the science community. Their ability to

swiftly articulate different dimensions of a subject

and generate responses with variations to meet the

demands of queries has made them a valuable tool

in medical education16.

ChatGPT is designed to produce human-like

responses and engage users in conversational

interactions, thus providing rapid responses in

seconds. This technology is guided by a wide

range of internet text data, enabling it to under-

stand and produce text in diverse contexts, includ-

ing answering questions, providing explanations,

offering suggestions, creating conversational dia-

logues, and assisting with multiple tasks17.

Discussion Similarly, Google Bard, a state-of-the-art natu-

ral language processing model, has demonstrated

significant potential in understanding the context of

words in search queries and providing more relevant

search results. Its ability to comprehend the nu-

ances of language and generate accurate re-

sponses has made it a valuable tool for information

retrieval and knowledge dissemination in medical

education. Another aspect of Google Bard is its ca-

pability to upgrade continuously with available

online data and provides real-time replies to queries

making it a continuously updated A.I. tool18.

As per the literature search and capability of

AI tools, they can help teachers and medical edu-

cationists in exam preparation or the formation of

assessment tools, such as MCQs or any other for-

mat. The comparisonof ChatGPT and Google Bard

vs. Human teachers is beyond any match as it can

generate MCQs ten times faster than that of the en-

tire group of teachers19. With such abilities, it was

very well expected that when the technology is

used for solving the available MCQs, results would

be very helpful and encouraging for students to pre-

pare for the assessments minimizing their effort

and saving precious time. Moreover, both A.I. tools

can provide humanoid responses for each question

alleviating the need for textbook referrals regularly.

Bard has a shared conversation function and a

double-check function that helps the user fact-

check generated results. The researcher team an-

ticipated more efficient responses from it, given its

training to utilize online data to generate responses.

However, the performance of ChatGPT in answering

multiple-choice questions (MCQs) surpassed that of

Google Bard. This observation aligns with the po-

tential of ChatGPT demonstrated in previous stud-

ies20, indicating its proficiency in natural language

processing and its ability to provide accurate and

coherent responses. The comparison of ChatGPT

and Google Bard in the context of assisting stu-

dents with MCQs during their exam preparation

highlights their advanced capabilities in addressing

academic queries and supporting students in their

learning process.

To Compare the Efficiency of ChatGPT and Bard in Medical Education: An Analysis of MCQ-Based Learning and Assessment
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The findings of this study contribute to the

growing body of evidence supporting the

effectiveness of ChatGPT in educational set-

tings, particularly in the domain of medical educa-

tion, and underscores its potential to enhance

students’ learning experiences. This research is a

continuation of our previous study, in which we es-

tablished the efficacy of Chat GPT in assisting stu-

dents in the preparation of MCQs21.

The availability of a paid version of ChatGPT,

introduced on March 14, 2023, on a subscription

basis, has raised concerns about its accessibility,

particularly for students in third-world countries.

This limitation has prompted a critical examination

of its potential usage in medical education, espe-

cially when compared to the free version22.

This study had several limitations that warrant

acknowledgement. Initially, the research predomi-

nantly concentrated on Multiple Choice Questions

(MCQs) within the domain of Internal Medicine,

thereby limiting its scope to other medical special-

ties and assessment formats. Additionally, the

study was conducted within a specific educational

context, namely Liaquat College of Medicine and

Dentistry, Karachi, Pakistan, which may restrict the

applicability of the findings to other medical institu-

tions or regions with distinct curricula and student

populations. Finally, the study utilized the free ver-

sion of ChatGPT, which may have led to the exclu-

sion of its advanced features available in the paid

version. Further studies should be conducted to

compare the Chat GPT freeware version with the

Chat GPT-paid version. The study aimed to evaluate

A.I. tools’ usage and efficiency in medical educa-

tion and their utility for students in their pre-exami-

nation preparation period. The research team has

no conflict of interest with either of the two A.I.

tools and their corporations nor received any sup-

port of any kind in this regard. All results obtained

are per the pre-set guidelines which were estab-

lished by the research team.

The integration of AI tools, including ChatGPT

and Google Bard, into medical education presents

a dynamic shift in the learning landscape. The

evolving landscape of AI-driven NLP (natural lan-

guage processing) tools in medical education pre-

sents opportunities and challenges. As these tools

continue to advance, it is essential to critically

evaluate their performance, limitations, and ethical

considerations to ensure responsible integration into

educational settings. The findings from the studies

referenced in this paper collectively contribute to a

nuanced understanding of the implications of inte-

grating AI tools, emphasizing the need for ethical

guidelines, academic integrity, and responsible use

of AI tools in medical education and knowledge as-

sessment.

The findings of this study suggest that

ChatGPT is a more advantageous tool for students

and medical educators than Google Bard. These

discerned advantages underscore the potential of

ChatGPT to enhance the educational experience

within the medical domain.

Conclusion
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